Segmentation, crest prespecification and the control of facial form.
The early development of the vertebrate head is dependent on the formation of two series of segmented structures, the rhombomeres of the hindbrain and the branchial arch series. The initial formation of these two systems is closely linked, as the principal source of branchial arch mesenchyme is the neural crest, which derives from the lateral edge of the neural plate at the time of rhombomere formation. The subsequent development of the two systems maintains a close level of integration, as specific spatial relationships between skeletal, muscle and neural elements arising from the same axial level are established. Given the level of conservation of these anatomical relationships in vertebrates, it is likely that they are a reflection of a key mechanism in early facial and pharyngeal development. One model, in part based on these findings, proposed that the neural crest acquires an axial-level specific combination of gene expression while part of the neural plate. This prepattern is then maintained throughout the crest's subsequent development. In the model, this combination of gene expression would then specify the form of the facial and pharyngeal structures that the crest would give rise to. In this review we evaluate recent evidence on whether early facial development involves a crest prespecification of this type, and conclude that it is not the case.